Progressive made it easy to have business coverage
on our work van. While we have not had to make a
claim, we feel confident that Progressive will take
care of any claims fairly and smoothly. Our agent
recommended Progressive, based on our situation,
and that recommendation meant a lot to us.

Insurance Program

M.P., Progressive Commercial customer

Whether you’re a handyman juggling odd
jobs or a large industrial builder, a new
landscaping venture or an established
construction company, your vehicles
can be integral to your operation. Keep
them running strong with commercial
insurance that works as hard as you do—
delivering the full coverage you need and
the round-the-clock service you deserve.

ARTISAN CONTRACTING
LANDSCAPING
HEAVY CONSTRUCTION

Get customized commercial coverage with Progressive.
Call me today for a fast, free quote.
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DID YOU KNOW?

Save money no matter
what you drive

Keep your whole
crew covered

Vans, pick-ups, dump trucks, SUVs. We’ll help you get
coverage for all these vehicles and more at a rate that
respects your bottom line. And we’ll save you extra
cash with discounts designed with budget-conscious
business owners in mind.

We’ll cover all the members of your hardworking crew,
from new hires to seasonal staff to veteran drivers and
more. And whether you depend on one vehicle —or
a garage full —to get the job done, your commercial
policy can help keep you in business.

Balancing a monthly budget?

Consider a commercial policy if you need coverage for:

You’ll find it easier with our variety of payment plans,
such as:

››	Ownership types such as partnerships, corporations

›› convenient installment options
›› low initial payments
›› six-month policies

And making those payments is easier, too—simply pay
online or by phone with check, credit card, money
order or automatic withdrawal (EFT).

In the U.S., nearly 86 percent of all
businesses in the construction industry
are operated with a crew of fewer than
10 employees—and 78 percent rely on
fewer than five*. We’re one of the few
commercial insurance companies that
will accept businesses of this size—or
new start-up businesses—making us
a great fit for a wide array of small,
contractor-type companies.
*US Census, 2007

or sole proprietors with DBA
››	Employees to drive your business vehicles
››	Up to 20 vehicles —we’ll cover them on one policy
››	Higher limits than you can get with a personal

auto policy —we offer up to $1 million combined
single limit
››	The pick-up or delivery of goods or people
››	Unlimited visits to job sites

Key coverages for
commercial customers

From rental reimbursement to temporary vehicle
coverage to roadside assistance, we’ll help you create a
customized commercial policy to suit all your business
needs. And with our broad acceptance of drivers, we’ll
help you get coverage for all your employees—even the
temporary ones.

Got a claim?
Get back in business fast
If your business vehicles are down for repair,
getting back on the road is your first priority. With
our industry-leading claims service, you’ll get the
attention you deserve and the speedy service you
need to get your vehicles back on the road, and back
in business, fast.
Report your claim anytime, anywhere, by calling
one of our round-the-clock claims professionals at
1-800-274-4499.

